Cyclone Oma’s Long Reach with Reflections
Continuing Clarkes Beach Clean Up

Clean up and safety measures to battle the effects of severe dune erosion continues at the Reflections Holiday Park at Clarkes Beach with works going full steam ahead to ensure guest safety and protection of millions in park assets.

Reflections Holiday Parks CEO Steve Edmonds said Cyclone Oma, which ripped through the region earlier this year, was the catalyst for this further destruction and destabilisation of the dunes with King High Tides and rough surf conditions continuing to erode the dune base.

“Our top priority is always guest safety, so this past week has been about assessing the extent of the erosion, cordoning off unsafe areas and demolishing the current guest lounge which was in imminent danger of collapsing down the dune face,” Mr Edmonds said.

“We have been working closely with relevant authorities including ArborSafe, Marine Parks, Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH), Byron Shire Council and the Arakwal Corporation of Byron Bay.”

Moving forward Reflections will continue to focus on safety and getting the popular holiday park back on track including:
- Ensuring ‘no go’ zones around the destabilised dunes are maintained.
- Implementing a program of tree safety with ArborSafe to reduce risks associated with damaged trees along the dune face
- Temporary sandbagging at base of the dunes to provide time to work on a rehabilitation and planting program across the dunes
- Further monitoring of five cabins along the dune face with planning in place for relocation should future erosion events occur.

Park Managers Chris and Tracey Maclean said guests have been very supportive and understanding of the dangerous situation we have found ourselves in and have been very grateful for the prompt response by Reflections to the safety issues at hand.

“We feel very confident that our team can work throughout the next couple of weeks to continue to provide top-notch holidays and guest experiences,” they said.
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Reflections Holiday Parks CEO Steve Edmonds down on the beach inspecting the extent of the erosion underneath the viewing platform of the park's popular guest lounge.

The guest lounge was demolished this week to ensure guest safety.
About Reflections Holiday Parks
Reflections manages the operations of 37 holiday parks and community reserves on Crown land throughout NSW. Formed in 2013 to consolidate the operations of 28 coastal and nine inland holiday parks and reserves located on Crown land throughout NSW, the Group incorporated three holiday park brands, (North Coast Holiday Parks, South Coast Holiday Parks and Inland Waters Holiday Parks), under its corporate banner, Crown Holiday Parks.

Rebranded to Reflections Holiday Parks in February 2018, the Group brings its 37 holiday and community parks on Crown land under the one unified banner. The group is a not-for-profit organisation and reinvests its surplus funds across all its holiday and community parks, so visitors and regional communities can keep enjoying these pristine locations. The vision of Reflections Holiday Parks is to inspire all who visit
https://www.reflectionsholidayparks.com.au
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